Guide to conveyancing
Finding your ideal home isn’t always easy. You might have gone through every road in the A-Z before you saw the house you wanted to buy.
Securing a mortgage for the property may not have been straightforward – but you’ve managed to save and borrow enough to get you through the front door. To do that you need the keys
– and getting them is the final piece of the conveyancing jigsaw.
Conveyancing is a complex process which can take time – and patience. This simple A-B guide outlines the process that licensed conveyancers (including solicitors) must follow to see you
get home safely.

The seller of the house you
want to buy has accepted your
purchase price offer.
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You have secured
a deposit and
a mortgage.

You instruct us to
act for you.
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You
Move
In!!!
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The seller gives us
the keys – and we
give them to you.
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We ensure all purchase
funds are in place and
conduct the final Land
Registry searches.
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We check the property title
on the seller’s conveyancer’s
documents.

We finalise the legal
purchase transaction
and transfer funds to
the seller.

We ask your mortgage
lender to send us the
purchase funds.
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We carry out all land searches and
raise any enquiries with the seller and
Land Registry.
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We send you a sale contract and
report on legal matters affecting you
as a purchaser.
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You pay your transaction deposit to us and
we send it to the seller after exchange of
contracts. Contracts are exchanged, which
legally commit you and the seller to the
property transfer. A completion date (handover of door
keys) is agreed, which must be observed. The seller
signs the transfer deed.
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You read and sign the
sale contract when you are satisfied
it’s watertight.
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We let you know if the searches have raised
any issues and discuss them with you.

You sign the mortgage
documents with your lender.
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